ACCENTURE’S GLOBAL VIRTUAL SUPPLIER INCLUSION & SUSTAINABILITY SUMMIT 2020

Video Transcript

One idea created opportunities for over 800+ attendees of corporations and diverse suppliers, over 3 days in 4 continents in an innovative virtual environment.

Accenture’s 2020 Virtual Global Supplier Inclusion & Sustainability Summit

But how was it all possible?


Through the collaboration and co-innovation of teams around the world.

Liquid Studios, Accenture Global Supplier Inclusion & Sustainability teams, and 2 Women-Owned businesses made this global virtual experience a reality.

AP42 developed our AR/VR platform and IPCOMM fulfilled and delivered VR viewers worldwide.

This collaboration allowed us to hear from Accenture’s Global CEO, CPO and key leaders on their commitment to the importance of shared success.

Julie Sweet: Our role is to benefit our shareholders, our employees, our clients, our partners, as well as our communities, which is the epitome of shared success.

All while delivering engaging discussions from speakers on: GenZ, Cybersecurity, Inclusion & Diversity, Environment + Human Rights in today’s challenging environment. We’ll continue to cultivate a culture of responsible buying for all of our clients, suppliers, and ecosystem partners.

Together we can Be the Difference